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 Green Peas
It appears that there is confusion among consumers as to the difference between “cowpeas” 
and “Southern peas.” The answer is simple; there are no differences, they are one in the same. 
However, these so-called “peas” are not really peas at all but beans.
 
There are many different varieties of green peas as well as many unnamed strains of this 
excellent human food legume. Part of the confusion in knowing precisely which of these 
varieties or strains one might have is due to the many growers saving their own seed. Once 
true varietal identity becomes lost and a new local name is given, no one knows for sure what it 
is. As the seeds are spread around, various names are given to what started out as one variety. 
What might have been called “Georgia Peach” in that state now becomes “Florida Cream” in 
Florida, and so on.
 
Futures Specifications
1. Natural and pure green pea, without impurities
2. Hygiene, microorganism and pesticide levels all meet export inspection standards
3. Season: May
4. Specification: diameter7-9mm
5. Store temperature: below -18
6. Shelf life: 24 months
 

Uses of  Green Peas
 
Peas are cultivated for the fresh green seeds, tender green pods, dried seeds and foliage  
Green peas are eaten cooked as a vegetable, and are marketed fresh, canned, or frozen while 
ripe dried peas are used whole, split, or made into flour  In some parts of the world, dried peas 
are consumed split as Dahl, roasted, parched or boiled. "Green peas are the number one 
processed vegetable specifically in UK and USA. Green foliage of garden pea is also used as 
vegetable in parts of Asia and Africa
 
One snack item is prepared by soaking the peas overnight and frying them in palm oil or 
coating them with other food items such as rice flour before frying for the purpose of imparting 
different flavors. Another product is prepared by finely grinding the peas and extruding them 
under pressure to create different shapes. The different shapes are then fried, seasoned and 
packaged ( "Cultivars such as 'Alaska' 'Super Alaska,' 'Super green,' and 'Alaska Wilt Resistant 
have long been the standard type of canning pea.
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 Traditional Medicinal Uses
 
"Seeds are thought to cause dysentery when eaten raw. In Spain, flour is considered emollient and resolvent, 
applied as a cataplasm. It has been reported that seeds contain trypsin and chymotrypsin which could be used for 
contraceptive, ecbolic. fungi static and spermicide (Duke, 1981). Smart (1990) reported that there are no 
significant amounts of toxicity or anti-metabolites in peas.

 
 
 
 
 
Green peas products prices Rates in Rs. (per  Qtl.) 1650/1700

If you have questions regarding any Taj Agro Products Limited product you Contact To Our No. 30601000
Please choose one of the given options to contact us and we will respond to your inquiry as quickly as possible *. 
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Contact Us

Contact information for Taj Group companies in India.

TAJ AGRO INTERNATIONAL
(A Division of Taj Pharmaceuticals Limited )
http://www.tajagroproducts.com 

E-mail :
tajagroproducts@gmail.com
tajagrointernational@gmail.com
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